There is nothing more powerful in the World than an idea whose time has come.
Special program for economy Central Asia

Digital Solutions Center in Kazakhstan
Our focus

Digital solutions
Innovations solutions

Find best practice
Fast implementation
Practical result for everyone

Effective, comprehensive, systematic
Quick transition to a new level of maturity

Adjustment of national laws

Industry experts, think tank

Best practice

One level for all countries

Point solutions (as is, to be)
Example

Functional KPI based on KZ’s successful experience → Big Data → Best Solutions → IT, economic tracks → Benefits as expected:
- time saving
- money saving
- less material expenses
Important points

- Integra management principle
- PMO (PMBook, etc)
- CMO (change management)
- BPO (BPMN instruments)

Road map/pipeline
Helpdesk
Joint tracks

- **Culture of innovation**
  - School, university, etc.

- **Business incubation, acceleration**
  - Joint cases, Etc.

- **Prototyping & piloting centers**
  - Different types, budget saving

- **Production & factories, VC collaboration**
  - Value chain throughout the entire cycle
Our Accents

Invisible & data-driven governments

Human-centricity  Digital transformation  Proactive approach
We are ready to share & exchange digital solutions for sustainable development! Let's establish together UN Digital solutions center in KZ!
Thanks for your attention!

Sanat Akhanov, CEO
National agency for the development of innovations

+77081116688 (mobile number)